
From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: MORTER Michael H * DCBS; CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey *

DCBS; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; PETERSON Mark * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Wednesday, August 02, 2017 4:35:30 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2038 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
CMS/HealthCare.gov registration and training for plan year 2018 is now live

Log in to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Secure Portal or create an
account to get started.

Training is offered by CMS on the Marketplace Learning Management System (MLMS) at no
cost. Training is also available through three CMS-approved vendors: America's Health
Insurance Plans, Inc.(AHIP), the National Association of Health Underwriters (NAHU), and
Litmos by CallidusCloud.

CMS-approved vendors cover the same topic areas as the MLMS training and may be able to
offer you continuing education unit (CEU) credits, depending on the state in which you are
licensed. Vendors may charge a fee for their training.

Agents and brokers must access both the MLMS and CMS-approved vendor training via the
CMS Enterprise Portal.

Geographic coverage for individual health plans – Plan Year 2018

In 2018, most counties will have at least two carriers both on and off the Marketplace and at
least one carrier exclusively off the Marketplace. Moda's expansion into both Lane and
Tillamook County will give both areas two carriers on the Marketplace. Two counties, Douglas
and Lincoln, have only one carrier on and off the Marketplace and one carrier off the
Marketplace. County coverage information is available here.

Over 100 Medicare Agents are now listed on our state-run locator tool

The state has added a feature to the locator tool that will allow consumers to search for local
Medicare agents. This search function is the first of its kind in the nation.

In order to be listed as a Medicare agent on the locator we are asking agents to submit
specific documentation and participate in a short webinar and test.

Note this is a voluntary process, so agents are not required to go through this process unless
they choose to opt in. If you do not participate, however, your listing on the locator tool will



say you do not provide Medicare assistance. This is available only to agents who have a brick
and mortar location.

Required documentation:

Include the Code of Conduct Language below in the response acknowledgment you
agree

Current AHIP certification

Documentation showing current appointment with 2 Medicare carriers

Medicare health insurance experience for at least 2 years

No confirmed complaints with the Oregon Insurance Commissioner

Email this documentation to agents.marketplace@Oregon.gov with "Agent locator/Medicare"
in the subject line. Once all of the above are submitted and verified, you will be given access
to the webinar training (15-20 minutes of key highlights) and testing program. Passage of the
test with 80% or better score will initiate the process for adding your name in the locator tool.

Code of Conduct:

Participation in the agent locator tool will require the following:

I will follow all of the guidelines spelled out by the Marketplace for participation.

I will keep all of my required certifications & appointments up to date and current.

I will follow all of the rules and regulations set forth by CMS regarding the sale of
Medicare plans.

I will do my best to find the best plan for each and every person based upon their
needs.

By agreeing to the above, I also understand that my participation can be terminated at the
discretion of the Marketplace.

Don’t miss out on this great opportunity to increase your visibility to Oregonians in need of
help – Click here for more information and to get started.
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help in 2017, are encouraged to apply for assistance through the Marketplace in 2018. They
might be surprised by what they qualify for. In 2017, Oregonians who received help with the
costs of their health insurance paid on average $147 a month.

In the small group market, the division has issued final decisions for nine companies with
average rate increases ranging from 3.3 percent to 10.1 percent. Under the final decisions,
Silver Standard Plan premiums for a 40-year-old in Portland would range from $293 to $421 a
month.

See the chart at dfr.oregon.gov/healthrates/Documents/2018-fnl-prpsd-rates.pdf for the full list
of final decisions. While the decisions on the attached chart are final decisions, Moda Health
Plan Inc. still has two pending rate requests that are undergoing review and are open for
comment. These rates are for Lane and Tillamook counties. The company did not originally
file rates for those counties, but reconsidered and filed rates to expand back into the counties.

Reasons for the rate changes include:

The new Oregon Reinsurance Program. This program reduced individual market rates
by 6 percent, and added a 1.5 percent increase to the small group market.

Federal weakening of the individual mandate enforcement. This increased rates by 2.4
percent and 5.1 percent.

Medical costs continue to rise, driven by increased use and the cost of new specialized
prescription drugs.

The cost of providing care continues to surpass premiums collected for many carriers.

In 2018, most counties will have at least two carriers both on and off the Marketplace and at
least one carrier exclusively off the Marketplace. Two counties, Douglas and Lincoln, have
only one carrier on and off the Marketplace and one carrier off the Marketplace. County
coverage information is available here.

"We remain concerned about the limited health plan choices some counties are facing, and
will work with insurance companies throughout the next year to try to increase competition
throughout the state in 2019," said Allen. "An important first step taken by the state is the
creation of the Oregon Reinsurance Program. Without this program, we would be seeing
counties with no Marketplace plans, and much larger rate increases for those who purchase
insurance on their own in 2018."

Developed by Oregon Gov. Kate Brown and stakeholders, and recently approved by the
Legislature, the Oregon Reinsurance Program is designed to stabilize the individual market,
reduce rates, and encourage insurance companies to offer plans in more parts of the state.
Reinsurance spreads the risk of high-cost claims so that no one carrier takes on a
disproportionate share of this risk. The program is partially funded by a portion of a new 1.5
percent assessment on all commercial insurance plans.

Final rates, a summary of the state of the individual market, and the final decision information
for each carrier can be found at www.oregonhealthrates.org. Statewide premium comparison
tables for ages 21, 40, and 60 will be posted online in August.
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From: WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS
To: VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS
Subject: FW: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Monday, July 03, 2017 1:29:58 PM

Hi Angela,

We are needing to the get this newsletter included on the website under Agent Resources > Agent
newsletters.

Thanks,

Micheil

Micheil Wallace
Agent and Small Business Liaison
Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace
503-315-9112
855-268-3767
Micheil.G.Wallace@Oregon.gov
 
Like us on facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/ORMarketplace

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services [mailto:ordcbs@public.govdelivery.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 3:11 PM
To: WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;
dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; PETERSON Mark * DCBS;
CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2061 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
SEP Pre-Enrollment Verification Process

New applicants who attest to certain types of SEP qualifying events are now subject to the
special enrollment period pre-enrollment verification process. Eligible consumers must submit
documents that confirm their SEP eligibility before they can enroll and start using their
Marketplace coverage

On June 23, 2017 pre-enrollment verification started for two SEP types:

Loss of coverage

Permanent move

In August 2017 pre-enrollment verification starts for two additional SEP types:

Marriage

Gaining or becoming a dependent through adoption, placement for adoption,
placement in foster care, or a child support or other court order

Medicaid/CHIP denial

Rate Requests – Upcoming Public Hearings

The Insurance Division holds public hearings for rate requests involving individual and small
employer health plans. These will be held in Room 260 of the Labor and Industries Building
located at 350 Winter St. NE in Salem. You can also watch these via live video stream. More
information is available here.

Rate Request Hearings
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From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; PETERSON Mark * DCBS;

joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS; dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; CRONEN Elizabeth
M * DCBS

Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 4:38:38 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2040 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
Agent Storefront Grants

On May 23, 2017, the Department of Consumer and Business Services released a request for
grant proposals (RFGP) for the agent storefront program. The storefront program provides
promotion, funding, and support for qualified, residential agents with the goal of helping
educate and enroll Oregonians in the Marketplace.

Proposals are due Tuesday, June 13, 2017 by 11:59 p.m. Pacific Time. The RFGP and
supporting documents can be found here. Please contact Margarita Nunez, Procurement
Specialist, at (503) 947-7222 or margarita.f.nunez@oregon.gov if you have any questions
about this opportunity.

State begins review of 2018 proposed health insurance rates

The Division of Financial Regulation (DFR) has started the 2018 health insurance rate review
process. There are several links on DFR’s site which are of value to agents; the first is a chart
with proposed rates by age and region. The next is a link to the filings with access to the rate
information and plan documentation submitted by carriers. Note there is a section for public
comment, so if you have concerns about a specific proposal, this is the platform for
communicating those to DFR.

The public comment period is open through Tuesday, July 11 and comments can be
submitted online and during public rate hearings. Preliminary decisions will be announced
Thursday, June 29, and final decisions will be released Thursday, July 20.
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From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace
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2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: MORTER Michael H * DCBS; GARCIA Victor A * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; PETERSON Mark * DCBS; RUSSELL Ashley J * DCBS; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Friday, November 04, 2016 9:54:44 AM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace, Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Administrative
Rules, or Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents, (2109 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
Important Update from CMS

CMS released the communication plan for consumers that will be auto-enrolled into new
coverage for 2017. CMS states they will be making multiple calls to consumers with plans
discontinuing in 2017. Bulletin available at http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/cms-
093016.pdf

If a consumer’s plan and carrier is exiting the market in 2017, that individual will likely be
automatically enrolled in a new plan for 2017 if that consumer does not actively re-enroll by
December 15, 2016.  There are two ways a consumer will not be auto renewed: 1) the
consumer actively enrolls in a 2017 plan; or 2) the consumer logs onto HC.gov and goes
through the process outlined here https://www.healthcare.gov/keep-or-change-
plan/automatically-enrolled/ and chooses to prevent the auto re-enrollment. Consumers
within service areas now discontinued by Moda and PacifSource will not be automatically
enrolled in a new plan for 2017.

CMS Dedicated line for Agents/Brokers

The FFM now has a dedicated line for Agents/Brokers who have completed there 2017
Marketplace registration. This line is being provided for client casework assistance and not
training or registration. The new designated line is 855-788-6275.

Medicare 2017 plans

The 2017 Oregon Guide to Medicare Insurance Plans is now available. This can be found
online at http://www.oregon.gov/DCBS/shiba/Documents/2017-medicare-guide-web.pdf

HealthCare.gov Issues

Please alert us daily to any issues you are experiencing with Healthcare.gov.  Please send
information to agents.marketplace@oregon.gov and use “Healthcare.gov Issues” in the
subject line of your email.

3

The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Advisory Committee provides guidance and 
feedback to the Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services about issues 
affecting Oregon’s health insurance marketplace such as outreach, customer feedback, 
and insurance plan affordability. 

The committee will meet on June 9, 2016 in Eugene. Topics will include a discussion about 
the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) and an update on the progress of the 
COFA premium assistance program. For information about the committee and to view 
meeting materials, visit http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/him-committee.html 

COFA Premium Assistance Program 

The COFA premium assistance program will provide financial assistance to low-income 
citizens of the island nations in the Compact of Free Association (COFA) who are residing 
in Oregon to purchase health insurance through the Marketplace and to pay out-of pocket 
costs associated with the coverage. 

DCBS has convened an advisory committee to advise the department in the development, 
implementation, and operation of the program. In May, the committee reviewed a high level 
plan for outreach and education for the program and came to consensus on how to handle 
premium payments. The committee’s next meeting will be on June 29, 2016. The meeting 
will serve as a rulemaking hearing for the program’s proposed administrative rules. 

On May 20, 2016, DCBS released an RFGP for a community partner to perform outreach 
and education for the program. The grantee will conduct multifaceted and multicultural 
outreach activities that will inform local COFA communities of their health coverage options 
and enroll them in a Program plan that best fits their needs. Outreach activities will include, 
but are not limited to, community meetings, enrollment events, email outreach, phone calls 
and social media outreach. Proposals were due June 10, 2016, and DCBS expects to 
complete the evaluation and selection process in July. 

DCBS also plans to use “program ambassadors” to help spread awareness about the 
program. Program ambassadors will be grassroots volunteers who are active and influential 
COFA community members.  

For more information on the COFA program and, please visit 
http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/cofa-pap-committee.html.  
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From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: MORTER Michael H * DCBS; GARCIA Victor A * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; PETERSON Mark * DCBS; RUSSELL Ashley J * DCBS; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Friday, November 04, 2016 9:54:44 AM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace, Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Administrative
Rules, or Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents, (2109 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
Important Update from CMS

CMS released the communication plan for consumers that will be auto-enrolled into new
coverage for 2017. CMS states they will be making multiple calls to consumers with plans
discontinuing in 2017. Bulletin available at http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/cms-
093016.pdf

If a consumer’s plan and carrier is exiting the market in 2017, that individual will likely be
automatically enrolled in a new plan for 2017 if that consumer does not actively re-enroll by
December 15, 2016.  There are two ways a consumer will not be auto renewed: 1) the
consumer actively enrolls in a 2017 plan; or 2) the consumer logs onto HC.gov and goes
through the process outlined here https://www.healthcare.gov/keep-or-change-
plan/automatically-enrolled/ and chooses to prevent the auto re-enrollment. Consumers
within service areas now discontinued by Moda and PacifSource will not be automatically
enrolled in a new plan for 2017.

CMS Dedicated line for Agents/Brokers

The FFM now has a dedicated line for Agents/Brokers who have completed there 2017
Marketplace registration. This line is being provided for client casework assistance and not
training or registration. The new designated line is 855-788-6275.

Medicare 2017 plans

The 2017 Oregon Guide to Medicare Insurance Plans is now available. This can be found
online at http://www.oregon.gov/DCBS/shiba/Documents/2017-medicare-guide-web.pdf

HealthCare.gov Issues

Please alert us daily to any issues you are experiencing with Healthcare.gov.  Please send
information to agents.marketplace@oregon.gov and use “Healthcare.gov Issues” in the
subject line of your email.

3

The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Advisory Committee provides guidance and 
feedback to the Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services about issues 
affecting Oregon’s health insurance marketplace such as outreach, customer feedback, 
and insurance plan affordability. 

The committee will meet on June 9, 2016 in Eugene. Topics will include a discussion about 
the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) and an update on the progress of the 
COFA premium assistance program. For information about the committee and to view 
meeting materials, visit http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/him-committee.html 

COFA Premium Assistance Program 

The COFA premium assistance program will provide financial assistance to low-income 
citizens of the island nations in the Compact of Free Association (COFA) who are residing 
in Oregon to purchase health insurance through the Marketplace and to pay out-of pocket 
costs associated with the coverage. 

DCBS has convened an advisory committee to advise the department in the development, 
implementation, and operation of the program. In May, the committee reviewed a high level 
plan for outreach and education for the program and came to consensus on how to handle 
premium payments. The committee’s next meeting will be on June 29, 2016. The meeting 
will serve as a rulemaking hearing for the program’s proposed administrative rules. 

On May 20, 2016, DCBS released an RFGP for a community partner to perform outreach 
and education for the program. The grantee will conduct multifaceted and multicultural 
outreach activities that will inform local COFA communities of their health coverage options 
and enroll them in a Program plan that best fits their needs. Outreach activities will include, 
but are not limited to, community meetings, enrollment events, email outreach, phone calls 
and social media outreach. Proposals were due June 10, 2016, and DCBS expects to 
complete the evaluation and selection process in July. 

DCBS also plans to use “program ambassadors” to help spread awareness about the 
program. Program ambassadors will be grassroots volunteers who are active and influential 
COFA community members.  

For more information on the COFA program and, please visit 
http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/cofa-pap-committee.html.  
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